Mobility is a fundamental parameter of mechanisms expressing in a qualitative manner their kinematic and dynamic properties. The mobility formulae presented in literature take into consideration some of the structural entities, such as bodies, joints, constraints, closed loops, and space characteristics; however, the specific mechanical model that has traditionally been at the origin of the mobility criteria themselves is incompletely specified and, even then, only implicitly. In this paper, we propose a classification of the mobility criteria based on the known dynamic models. While all known mobility criteria have been associated with a specific dynamic model, some particular, less used dynamic models (like natural coordinates and multi-particle models) suggested new mobility criteria models. The associated mechanical model for each category of mobility criteria allows a qualitative assessment of the kinematic and dynamic sets of equations to be formulated in later stages of analysis. A simple multi-loop mechanism is taken as an example just to illustrate the mobility calculation and qualitative assessment of the kinematic and dynamic models in each case. Based on the proposed classification of the mobility formulae, an assessment is made with particular regard to their applicability to overconstrained mechanisms.
Introduction
Mechanism structure is traditionally presented as being defined by entities such as bodies (called sometimes kinematic elements) and joints. 1, 14, 15 This is a structural representation that is fundamental to many of the well known mobility formulae thoroughly and critically presented by Gogu in ref. [2] . The structure of mechanisms has been studied in the past, especially from the synthesis point-ofview, with the goal of identifying methods for composing mechanisms capable of performing various prescribed functions. The structure based on the classification of planar kinematic groups proposed by Assur in ref. [3] is still a valuable tool for the structural synthesis of mechanisms; however, it is not directly applicable for mobility calculation. One interesting feature in applying Assur's kinematic groups is that the composition of mechanisms has to be made by successively adding groups to the driving elements, although not simultaneously, to avoid errors in defining the closed loops. This principle is useful in the particular case of multi-loop mechanisms, which are addressed by the method proposed in the present paper as well.
According to Gogu, 2 mobility (M) is used to verify the existence of a mechanism (M > 0), to indicate the number of independent parameters in both kinematic and dynamic models and to determine the number of inputs needed to drive it. Although the usual formulae have simple analytical expressions, almost none proved a full generality. From this point-of-view, a critical and comprehensive review of the numerous calculation methods from the point of view of generality is presented in ref. [2] ; however, no supporting mechanical model is mentioned. Muller further analyses the various categories of formulae in ref. [4] and concludes that they work well, even in the case of non-trivial mechanisms 5, 6 for which the existing mobility formulae usually show no mobility. The argument being advanced is that a real overconstrained mechanism is functioning only as a result of joint clearances and elastic deformations. 4 Also, as resulting from, 2 the mobility formulae are introduced and discussed based on rigid body and perfect joint hypotheses only and not on an explicit mechanical model of the mechanisms per se. Of course, the rigid body and ideal joint hypotheses are already adequate in explaining why almost all the formulae fail to provide the correct result when applied to overconstrained mechanisms. Nevertheless, while most mobility formulae are based on these two hypotheses, they still have different analytical expressions; one key goal in the present paper is to explain the background to these differences and create a mechanical and mathematical understanding of the various formulae.
Mobility analysis of mechanisms is a fundamental topic and has been amply studied in the literature. From this point of view, Hervé 5 divided mechanisms in three categories: 'trivial', 'exceptional' and 'paradoxical'. In the first category, joints realize finite (relative) movements belonging to a displacement subgroup. As the designation suggests, in this case, mobility may be 'trivially' predicted by way of the classical Grübler-type formulas. In this case, the 'spatiality' S is the dimension of the displacement subgroup, which is 6 for spatial mechanisms, 4 for Schoenflies mechanisms, 3 for translational, spherical, planar and Y-movement mechanisms, and 2 for planar-translational and cylindrical mechanisms. The second category includes the 'exceptional' linkages whose mobility can be calculated using the product of two displacement subgroups. The third category is referred as 'paradoxical mechanisms' and their mobility depends on particular values of mechanism geometrical parameters, so that mobility cannot be computed by a generic formula. Finally, all mechanisms with 'redundant' constraints are called overconstrained, since a subset of joint reaction forces is indeterminate and they may not be computed within the framework of rigid-body mechanics.
Taking further the classification proposed by Herve in this paper we focus on the category of 'paradoxical mechanisms'. Thus, we observe that the same mechanisms could be classified in two different categories. For example, the planar four bar mechanism becomes 'paradoxical' if considered in space since it has mobility only when the revolute joint axes are perfectly parallel in space. The same could be stated for the spherical mechanisms and in general for any paradoxical mechanism. We argue here that Herve's classification takes into consideration mechanisms models within clear modeling hypotheses rather than real mechanisms. As a result, the mobility number of the same mechanism may result differently according the adopted mechanical model and hypotheses.
In this paper, we propose a classification of the mobility criteria in association with the known kinematic and dynamic models. While all known mobility criteria can be easily associated with a specific model, some dynamic models (like natural coordinates and multi-particle models) suggest new formulae for mobility calculation. In addition, the associated mechanical model for each category of mobility criteria allows a qualitative assessment of the kinematic and dynamic sets of equations to be formulated in later stages of analysis. The classification allows thus a new perspective on the mobility criteria, which is presented in the discussion section.
In particular, it is well known that, in the absence of a detailed analytical approach involving Jacobian evaluation, the mobility of 'paradoxical mechanisms' is difficult to predict only by means of inspection-i.e. an 'ad-hoc' qualitative analysis. In the last part of the paper, we propose an intuitive procedure for this kind of analysis illustrated for some 'paradoxical mechanisms'.
Mechanical Models of Mechanisms
Among the wide variety of proposed formulae, two categories can be distinguished according to the way the joints are counted: either as constraints or as degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the first category counts the bodies while the second counts the closed loops.
Based on these observations, using a backward reasoning, two mechanical models can be identified to support the corresponding categories of known formulae. The first ( Fig. 1(a) ) is referred to in traditional textbooks as the Multi-Body System model (MBS). According to this model, the mechanism is seen as a collection of rigid bodies that are inter-connected through joints (or relative constraints). The second model is based on a representation that uses larger entities than a single body, namely Kinematic Chains of Bodies (KCB). Similar to the bodies within the MBS model, the serial chains are inter-connected through relative constraints (C 12 and C 23 , Fig. 1(b) ).
These two models are at the core of the main kinematic and dynamic formulations known from traditional multi-body systems theory. The first model (MBS) leads to mobility formulae that count bodies, while the KCB model generates mobility formulae based on the number of closed loops. On the other hand, from the same multi-body systems theory, other models are known such as the natural coordinates model 7 or the multi-particle system model 8 ( Fig. 1(c) ). In the following sections, valid mobility formulae derived to from these models are analyzed as well, paying special attention to the additional information they bring with regard to the associated kinematic and dynamic formulations. All the relevant mechanical models and related formulations are illustrated for the case of a simple multi-loop mechanism that instantiates the structure showed in Fig. 1 . A critical assessment of the various formula's usability is then be made especially with respect to the case of overconstrained mechanisms. Following on from the conclusions of this evaluation, the most interesting mobility formula is pointed out and an improved associated procedure for mobility evaluation is then presented which overcome some limits of applicability mentioned in the literature.
The Multi-Body System (MBS) model
According to the MBS model, a mechanism is represented as a collection of bodies, the motions of which are subject to a set relative constraints imposed by the kinematic joints. The mobility of the mechanism is obtained by accumulating all of the body's degrees of freedom, as if they were free bodies, from which the number of joint constraints is subtracted:
In (1) S is the motion dimension of the space (S = 6 for the spatial mechanisms and S = 3 for planar mechanisms), n is the number of mechanism mobile bodies and C i the number of joints of class i (the class of a joint is given by the number of constraints introduced). In fact this is the structural model that is fundamental to the category identified by Gogu 2 and Mueller 4 as Chebychev-Kutzbach-Grübler (CKG) formulae.
As each body is characterized by S independent degrees of freedom, the instantaneous position of a mechanism with n bodies is thus characterized by S·n generalized coordinates. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a planar mechanism for which the position is fully described by S·n = 3·5 = 15 generalized coordinates. To obtain the kinematic equations of this system, the geometrical constraints introduced by the joints are expressed by algebraic equations. In total, the number of equations introduced by all joints is i·C i . The number of independent generalized coordinates, i.e. those that cannot be calculated from the constraint equations, equals the mechanism mobility
Therefore the formulation of the position kinematics for the mechanism modeled as a multibody system must include M equations for the driving motions, in addition to the i · C i constraint equations, reaching a total number of M + i · C i equations. As an illustration, the planar mechanism given in Fig. 2 has 5 bodies and 7 joints, each of the latter introducing two geometric constraints. The mobility is then M = 3·5-7·2 = 1. The mobility formula shows thus that a number of 7·2 = 14 constraint equations can be formulated for the kinematic model (two for each constraint) expressing the algebraic conditions for the revolute joints A. . .F and the translational joint G, respectively. A further equation expressing the driving motion is needed in order to completely define the mechanism in case it is kinematically driven.
For the dynamic formulation, usually a set of S differential equations is written for each body, i.e. a number of S·n equations for the entire mechanism. The dynamic equations have the general form
in which J is the constraints Jacobian matrix, λ the Lagrange multipliers vector and Q ex the generalized external forces vector. S stands for spatiality with S = 6 for spatial mechanisms and S = 3 for the planar ones. As the number of unknowns-the generalized accelerations and Lagrange multipliers-exceeds the number of equations, one needs to consider the kinematic equations as well for the purpose of numerical integration. The differential algebraic system (DAE) with the typical general form
has thus in total S · n + i · C i equations (S·n differential and i · C i algebraic equations). For example, for the planar mechanism in Fig. 2 , each body provides 3 equilibrium equations and, for all five bodies, 3·5 = 15 dynamic equations should be written. Thus, the constraints and dynamic equations constitute a system of 6·n + i·C i = 3·5+7·2 = 29 differential-algebraic equations (DAE). Note that the Chebyshev-Kutzbach-Griibler (CKG) mobility formula is characteristic only for mechanisms modeled as multi-body systems (MBS). Other than the number of bodies and the type and number of joints, it offers relevant information on the kinematic formulations, such as the number and structure of kinematic equations, i.e. how many equations correspond to joints and how many correspond to the driving motions. It also provides information regarding the dimensions and structure of the DAE system for the dynamic formulation, i.e. how many differential and how many algebraic equations. Nevertheless, this structural model does not involve any information regarding the number of closed loops and their connectivity.
The Kinematic Chains of Bodies (KCB) model
According to this model, a mechanism is seen as a set of serial kinematic chains inter-connected through relative constraints. The mechanism structure is usually represented by a graph (Fig. 3) , which enables an easy identification of loops. This model 9 is very popular, especially in the kinematic and dynamic analysis of robots and other controlled mechanical systems as it facilitates the direct control of joint motion parameters. Within this model, the KCB is thus an open chain of bodies serially interconnected through joints and represents the structural primitive building block of a mechanism. Its dof is variable with the number and type of individual joints integrated by the KCB (Fig. 4(a) ). This is in contrast to the MBS structural model where the primitive entity (the body) has a constant number of dof's (S = 6 in space and S = 3 in plane). For this reason, after defining the KCB structural model of a mechanism, a first step towards calculating the mobility is to determine the number of degrees of freedom for each individual KCB. This is given by the dof of the terminal body that cumulates the degrees of freedom of the preceding joints ( Fig. 4(a) ). The KCB dof formula is thus:
The mobility of the mechanism is then calculated in two steps; first, the mechanism is discretized into individual KCBs by opening a joint in each closed loop (Fig. 4(b) ); secondly, the mobility is calculated similarly with the MBS model-as a sum of KCBs degrees of freedom that is diminished with the number of kinematic constraints between the various KCBs. In this way the mobility relationship for the closed loop mechanisms is:
in which r i is the number of constraints corresponding to the opened joints. Equation (6) is a mobility formula previously proposed by various authors, such as Freudentstein and Alizade, 10 who also made the connection with the kinematic analysis. The constraints between the KCB's are modeled by algebraic equations, in a similar way to the MBS model case. Together with the driving motions equations, these constraints provide a number of algebraic equations which, in case of M drivers, equals the degrees of freedom allowed by the joints ( f i ), according to the relation:
The structural formula (6) of the KCB model shows that the kinematic motion of the mechanism modeled as a set of KCBs is characterized by a set of f i kinematic equations representing the loop closure and the motion imposed at the driven links. For the dynamic analysis, the Lagrange equations allow a differential equation to be defined for each generalized coordinate of the KCBs. In this way, the differential algebraic equation (DAE) system contains n q equations with n q + r i unknowns: n q generalized coordinates (the joint angles) and r i Lagrange multipliers. For the sample mechanism the mobility is therefore
which means the kinematic formulation includes 5 equations (4 constraints plus one driving motion) while the dynamic formulation includes a DAE system with 9 equations (5 differential and 4 algebraic equations).
The discretization of the mechanism in KCBs is not unique but can be performed in various ways; this now influences the analytical models representing the kinematics and dynamics. For example, the open loops could be created not by opening joints but by dividing bodies as shown in Fig. 5 for the same planar mechanism.
In this case, for each loop closure 3 constraints equations are needed to express the assembly conditions for an individually discretized body. The mobility formula is the same as previously, the result identical (M = 1), but the terms of the formula have different values:
Despite the identical result of the mobility calculation, the terms of the relation suggest different numbers of equations for the kinematic and dynamic formulation, i.e. the analytical models will have more equations than in the first case. It is now obvious that the mobility calculation not only provides information about the number of independent parameters needed to completely specify the mechanism position but also supplies useful information for the analytical models used later on in the mechanism's kinematic and dynamic analysis. It provides the number of equations to be solved and thus a first indication on the formulation efficiency.
Other Structural Models

The natural coordinates model
A particular instantiation of the KCB model is the formulation that uses the natural coordinates. 7 According to this model, the system is represented as a collection of chains of low level geometric entities such as basic points and unit vectors. These chains are interconnected through joints, similar to the case of KCB structural model. The generalized coordinates are the basic point coordinates and the unit vectors components. These entities are usually chosen to represent the bodies in order to facilitate the definition of joints. An open chain is composed of points and unit vectors, together with the rigid body constant distance constraints between the various points and unit vectors of the bodies. For the closed loop chains, joint constraints must be added to express the loop closure conditions. The natural coordinate's model is quite popular for the mechanism's analysis as it allows very simple kinematic and dynamic formulations based on constant distance conditions, point coincidence or unit vector coincidence. Each basic point or unit vector introduces three generalized coordinates called "natural coordinates". For example two basic points of a body introduce 6 generalized coordinates from which only 5 are independent due to the constant distance between two points of a rigid element; an element with two basic points and one unit vector introduces 9 natural coordinates, 6 of which are independent and so on. The natural coordinate's model of the same planar mechanism previously considered is presented in Fig. 6 . All the elements are modeled using basic points: body 1, 2, 4 with 2 points each and body 3 and 5 with 3 points; points B, C, E and F are shared between the adjacent bodies. Therefore, for the 7 mobile basic points the number of the natural coordinates is 14. There are 9 constant distance constraints between the basic points and 4 constraints introduced by the closing loop joints D and GH, therefore the structural mobility can now be calculated as
Accordingly, the kinematic model of the mechanism includes 9 constant distance equations and other 4 scalar equations for loop closure, in total 13 algebraic equations. Consequently, in the same manner as for the MBS and KCB models, Eq. (8) is found to be the mobility formula for the mechanisms modeled with natural coordinates.
The number of dynamic equations of the DAE system is equal to the number of natural coordinates, i.e. for the sample mechanism 14 differential equations are obtained. Considering the 13 algebraic constraints, the DAE system thus has 27 equations with 27 unknowns: 14 generalized coordinates and 13 Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the 13 defined constraints.
The multi-particle system (MPS) model
This model considers the mechanism as a collection of particles subject to a set of absolute and relative constraints. It is very similar to the MBS model except that the primitive structural entity is a particle instead of a body. The main difference with respect to the natural coordinate's model is that each body is individually replaced by a set of mass points, equivalent from the inertial viewpoint with the original body. This means that no point is "shared" between the adjacent bodies to facilitate joint definition but, instead, constraints between the points of adjacent bodies are introduced to represent the joints. Therefore, the mechanism representation includes a particle based model for each rigid body and a point contact model for each joint.
The body model consists of a set of particles separated by constant distances, each particle being associated with a concentrated mass according to the inertial equivalence with the real object. Once the particle's location is established within the body frame, the concentrated masses can be easily obtained from the inertial equivalence conditions. These must ensure that for the particle system representing the body, the centroid position, the cumulated mass of the particles and the axial/centrifugal moments of inertia are the same as for the original body.
According to the inertial equivalence, 10 equations can be formulated 8 and 10 unknowns can be determined for each set of particles associated with a body. This implies the use of at least 3 mass points to represent a body in space knowing that each particle involve 4 parameters i.e. the mass and three coordinates. These are necessary to fully represent the inertial properties of a body. The use of a higher number of points is always possible but the number of equivalence equations remains 10 so the unknown parameters need to be numerically adopted by the user. For the case of planar mechanisms, only 6 equivalence equations can be formulated for a body and, therefore, a planar Mechanical models and the mobility of robots and mechanisms To define the kinematic joint model within the MPS structural representation, we take into consideration that a particle has 3 degrees of freedom in space (f = 3); therefore, a maximum of three types of constraints can be imposed (see The body model includes thus a set of particles plus the necessary constant distance constraints to represent the ideal rigid conditions. For a body represented by 4 particles involving 4×3 = 12 generalized coordinates, 6 distance constraints have to be imposed leaving thus 6 independent coordinates, as one would expect for a body in space (Fig. 7) :
The joint model is defined as a set of constraints between the particles of the two adjacent bodies. The point type contact model allows the definition of practically any type of joint. Most of the usual joint models are presented in detail in refs. [8, 11] . With these models assumed for bodies and joints, a new criterion can be formulated for the mechanism mobility as:
in which p is the number of particles describing the model, S the space dimension (for a particle, S = 3 for 3D space and S = 2 for 2D space) and c i is the total number of constraints. The vector of the generalized coordinates will be obtained by numerically solving the system of M + c i algebraic equations corresponding to the M driving motions and c i joint constraints.
For the sample mechanism modeled as in Fig. 8 , the number of particles per body was set at 2 except for bodies 3 and 5 which are each set at 3 in order to allow the definition of the joints. The total number of mobile particles is thus p = 12 (A 1 , B 1 , B 2 , C 2 , C 3 , D 3 , E 3 , E 4 , F 4 , F 5 , G 5 , H 5 ), i.e. S·p = 2×12 = 24 generalized coordinates-two Cartesian coordinates for each particle.
As constraints, we have 9 rigid body constant distances (AB, BC, CD, DE, CE, EF, FG, FH, GH) and 14 constraints for the 7 joints, yielding c i = 23. The mobility of the mechanism is then M = S·p-c i = 24-23 = 1.
Correspondingly, the kinematic model includes 23 equations expressing the joint constraints and constant distances between the particles while the Lagrange multiplier vector λ has 23 components. Thus, one could expect the DAE system has 47 equations: 24 differential and 23 algebraic equations.
Discussion
General remarks
The previous sections shown the main structural models and the corresponding mobility formulae for each case, illustrated for a multi-loop planar mechanism. According to other models that have previously been used for kinematic and dynamic analysis, two new mobility formulae have been also proposed.
It can therefore be concluded that any known mobility formula 2 is characteristic to one of the structural models described in this paper, in particular the MBS and KCB ones. Since all the models respect the hypotheses of rigid body and perfect joints, it can be easily verified that the new proposed mobility formulae do not bring any further advantage compared to those already known, i.e. in principal they provide the same results as the MBS and KCB formulae. In addition, it is clear that for spatial mechanisms their use becomes complicated compared to MBS and KCB. However, they may be more convenient when such structural models have been already built for kinematic and dynamic formulation purposes.
A particular parameter of the various KCB mobility formulae is the "loop connectivity" also called "motion space" or "spatiality" that has in general the value S = 6 in space and S = 3 in plane. These values suggest the models are not discretized in serial chains by cutting joints but rather cutting elements. Another important observation is that in case the spatiality has these "standard" values, the MBS and KCB mobility formulae always provide the same result. This is normal since the equivalence of the two mobility formulae can be easily demonstrated for a closed loop mechanism if we replace f i = S − C i :
Indeed, taking into account that in a closed loop the number of mobile bodies is (n − 1), it clearly appears from (10) that the two types of mobility formulae could be derived from each other.
The identical results they supply in the case of overconstrained mechanisms, as demonstrated in refs. [2 and 4] suggest that both models are missing the same information i.e. the particular geometry of the mechanism, which is not considered in a structural analysis. Muller argued in ref. [4] that a perfect overconstrained mechanism is likely to be a structure. Indeed it is obvious the overconstrained mechanisms are working just because of the imperfections that are compensating each other. For example, in the case of a four bar mechanism the imperfection of the parallelism of the axes is compensated by the imperfection of the joints and imperfection of bodies' rigidity.
Nevertheless, when the spatiality used in an KCB formula applied in the case of an overconstrained mechanism is evaluated apart and is different from the standard values (S = 3 and S = 6), the mobility calculation using the MBS and KCB formulae give different results and in general the KCB provides better results. The only problem, also highlighted by Gogu in ref. [2] , is that there is no qualitative method to calculate the loop connectivity value.
Ad-hoc analysis of 'paradoxical' mechanisms using KCB method
As previously observed, a number of mobility formulae do not automatically use for the loop connectivity S = 6 for spatial and S = 3 for planar mechanisms but rather evaluate this parameter for each specific case. The correct evaluation of the connectivity space S prior to the calculation of the mobility is crucial in the case of 'paradoxical' mechanisms since it prevents the counting of constraints that restrict nonexistent motions. Therefore these mobility formulae usually offer good results compared to others that do not identify this difference. Thanks to the classification proposed in this paper we can now state that only the class of KCB mobility formulae use the loop connectivity and is therefore the most accurate one. Nevertheless, as also observed by Muller in ref. [4] , ". . .interestingly, the mobility formulas require a priori information about the mobility", some preliminary estimations are needed. This appears now normal since it is obviously not possible to evaluate mechanism mobility without knowing the dof of its primitives-the KCB's. Within the MBS based mobility methods this step is not needed since the spatiality of the primitives (the bodies) is always the same (S = 3 for the planar case, S = 6 for spatial).
It is thus demonstrated that the ad-hoc analysis of loop connectivity for paradoxical mechanisms is reduced to correctly evaluating the dof of the individual KCB's. It is crucial to identify the specific dof's of the KCB terminal elements in order to avoid counting constraints that restrict non-existing motions in the loop.
Thus for the purpose of mobility calculation based on KCB model, we propose a method called "the cutting base technique" based on a discretization of the parallel mechanism into KCBs that is realized by cutting an element instead of opening a joint; for simplicity, this element must be the mechanism base. In this way, the serial chain that is obtained includes all the elements of the closed loop plus an extra element that is the part of the fixed body corresponding to the "mounting support". Accordingly, the proposed "cutting base" technique for loop connectivity evaluation has three steps:
1. Transform the parallel mechanism into a serial mechanism considering the last element detached from the base together with its mounting support. 2. Identify the missing motions of the mounting support through inspection of this serial mechanism. 3. Mark the permitted motions on a reference frame associated with the support; by counting their number the value of the mechanism spatiality is obtained.
For illustration, we recall the example of the simple planar four bar mechanism. If considered in space it becomes a 'paradoxical' mechanism since it has mobility only in the very particular case of perfect parallelism between the revolute joint axes. However, KCB model reduces the problem at a straightforward open chain mobility evaluation that quickly points out the loop connectivity S = 3 ( Figure 9 ).
With S determined in this way, the four bar mechanism KCB mobility formula gives obviously a correct result irrespective if we consider it as planar or spatial mechanism. Theoretically, the same principle could be of course applied when the mechanism is modeled with KCB's created by opening mobile elements or joints, but in this case the redundant constraints are more difficult to identify.
In fact, by using the KCB model for connectivity identification all paradoxical mechanisms are considered as spatial. Whether a mechanism is plane or spherical-this will result clearly after the spatiality analysis. Moreover, for the kinematic analysis model of the four bar mechanism the mobility calculation suggest that a number of f i = 4 constraint equations will be formulated and a DAE system with 7 equations for the dynamic model. This technique does not fail for any mechanism and demonstrates that the statement of Freudenstein and Alizade in ref. [10] according to which the mobility formula given by Eq. (6) "applies to mechanisms without exception" is true. Other examples of particular spatiality mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 10. 
The case of complex, multi-loop mechanisms
For the case of complex mechanisms (with more than two closed loops) the same KCB mobility formula and method for determining the spatiality of loops remains valid and gives correct results. Nevertheless, for multi-loop mechanisms spatiality identification, the closed loops should be open successively and not simultaneously. To justify this statement, we recall that the aim of S identification is to avoid introducing redundant constraints in the mobility calculation. In the case of multiple loops, it is possible that some motions of a certain loop are already restricted by other closed loops and therefore they cannot be counted again.
To the best of our knowledge this principle is not taken into consideration by previously proposed mobility methods. This is important especially for the case of parallel mechanisms where the various "legs" work concurrently to drive a central platform. The principle is best illustrated by the example of the parallel structure discussed by Gogu in ref. [2] (Fig. 11 ), but other examples of similar parallel robots are given in refs. [12, 13] . According to, 2 for the robotic structure given in Fig. 11 the method according to current practice shows S1 = S2 = 5 leading to a wrong mobility result (M = 4). However, if we determine S successively for the two loops (Fig. 11(b) ) according to the proposed method, the correct result is obtained since the spatiality identification shows obviously S1 = 5 and S2 = 4. Interestingly, even though the two closed loops are identical in structure they have different connectivity. This is however normal since the initial structure to which each particular chain connects is different. It is thus obvious that when the first loop is opened, with the second loop still closed, it Mechanical models and the mobility of robots and mechanisms Figure 11, a clearly shows that when the loops are opened simultaneously and evaluated, then for the two identical loops we find S1 = S2 = 5 and, therefore, the mobility calculation result is erroneous.
Conclusions
Formulae that facilitate the mobility calculation just by a qualitative assessment of the mechanism structure are very appealing and popular amongst engineers and scientists.
In this paper it has been shown that the various known mobility formulae have their origins in very precise mechanical models and that their terms encapsulate further information for the subsequent kinematic and dynamic formulations. Based on various kinematic and dynamic formulations, and following similar principles, several mechanical models have been identified and the associated mobility formulae presented as well as their use and validity proved. The mechanical approach proposed allowed a new classification of the known mobility formulae. The proposed classification established a bi-directional relation between the known mechanical models and mobility formulae. Some mechanical models well known in the literature (i.e. natural coordinates and multi-particle systems) led us to new mobility formulae. However, these formulae are not better than the others but only help in the qualitative assessment of the analytical formulations for later kinematic and dynamic simulations. The loop connectivity issues have been investigated based on the KCB mechanical model and a methodology to evaluate the values for single and multi-loop mechanisms is proposed. The main advance revealed by the proposed approach is that for multi-loop mechanisms spatiality identification, the closed loops should be open successively and not simultaneously. Based on the correct identification of this parameter a clear methodology for the mobility calculation using KCB formulae is proposed that is able to avoid erroneous calculation of the mobility for a category of parallel mechanisms known from the literature.
